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does involve much display of her rump,
flicking of her tail, much enticing
bouncing as she trots, and the occasional
wink as she whinnies at the audience.
While this performance may seem
counter-intuitive in a Burlesque show,
this reporter was amazed by the positive
response she received from the audience. It
would seem Miss Eliza Blasina gauged the
London audiences correctly: apparently,
the time is ripe for Pony-Play.

Riots at the Gaiety
and Royal Strand
Theatre

Picture-Postcard of Eliza Blasina, Burlesque
dancer and proponent of “Pony-Play”.

These images are drawn from the Charles H. McCaghy Collection of Exotic Dance from Burlesque
to Clubs. They come from the personal collection of Dr. Charles H. McCaghy, professor emeritus
of the Department of Sociology at Bowling Green State University. 1

BURLESQUE!
Temperance Societies and Governances of
Morality in England were given a sharp
blow to the chin when the Broadway
production “The Devil’s Auction” arrived
in London, to be hosted at the Gaiety and
Royal Strand Theatre.1 This particular
show promises not just a titillating
performance, but the risqué derivation
of one Eliza Blasina, who is known for
subverting the traditional female roles
in Burlesque by incorporating “PonyPlay” into the show, a sexual fetish that
has historical presence in Europe but has
not had much presence on the stages of
England, until now.
Pony-Play is easily identifiable in modern
Burlesque shows, first by the costumes:
in the picture-postcard above, note the
equine headdress, the boots designed to
imitate hooves, and the curled horse’s tail.
Miss Eliza Blasina’s performance further
differs from other Burlesque dancers in
that she does not effect a “strip-tease”,
per say. While her costume is revealing,
she exhibits only pony-behaviours on
stage: prancing, galloping, tossing her
head, pawing, kicking, etc. Now, Miss Eliza
Blasina does acknowledge the Burlesque
atmosphere in that her pony-behaviour

The first night Miss Eliza Blasina
performed there was a mob for tickets
outside the theatre. The second night,
Miss Eliza Blasina left the theatre
to be met by a horde of admirers. The
third night, as Miss Eliza Blasina was
entering the theatre to prepare for
her show, she was pelted with oats and
hay by religious zealots and members of
prevalent Governances for Morality in
England who chanted “Hay is for Horses!”
at Miss Eliza Blasina. These groups claim
that Pony Fetishism, indeed, all forms of
Fetishism, are sinful, and demeaning to
the human form. Miss Eliza Blasina claims
that everything she does is consensual,
profitable, and, moreover, enjoyable.
In an interview, she explained that the
Pony Fetish describes a dominant versus
submissive balance of power 3 that is often
freeing in a world where gender roles
and societal pressures are so restrictive
and defining. “How else do you explain
male Ponies, who want nothing more than
to be ruled by their female riders? Pony
Play speaks to something primal in human
nature. It satisfies in a way that is outside
the conventional dynamic of “love”
and “marriage.” This reporter consulted
a professor of Sociology at Oxford,
who specializes in Deviancy. 4 He claims
that the power dynamic in Pony Play is
actually a variation on Sada-Masochism.
Apparently, it is not really about the
horses; it is about the fantasy and the
need to be dominated. 3

modern civilized age, in truth Pony
Fetishism has a long-standing history
amongst some of the most significant
civilizations in history. Pony Fetishism
has been traced all the way back to
the Greeks 3: Aristotle himself was
seduced by Phyllis into allowing her
to ride him like a horse, a seduction
that he thoroughly enjoyed. 2 In the
sixteenth century the King of Turkey
kept stables of Pony-girls and Ponyboys for his sexual pleasure. 3 That
being said, Pony-Play has escalated
in Europe from Burlesque shows to
full audience participation, where
each “Pony”, male or female, is paired
with a “Groom, Handler or Rider.” The
Ponies are then led around by leads
connected to bits in their mouths.
The Ponies’ movements are guided by
a snap of the riding crop, and when
they behave, they are fed carrots,
apples, and cubes of sugar. The Riders
are required to tend to their Ponies:
this includes exercising them, rubbing
them down, brushing their manes
and tails, and, yes, even discipline.
During these displays, the Ponies
remain in character the entire time.
The only way for the Ponies to revert
to their human personas is by way of
a “trigger”, a word,
gesture, or physical
action that has been
previously agreed
upon that signals the
end of Pony Play. 3

Pony Fetishism
While such displays may seem bizarre to
citizens of what is supposed to be such a
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A female “Rider” in Miss Eliza Blasina’s Pony
Show.

These images are drawn from the Charles H. McCaghy Collection of Exotic Dance from
Burlesque to Clubs. They come from the personal collection of Dr. Charles H. McCaghy,
professor emeritus of the Department of Sociology at Bowling Green State University. 1
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An artist’s rendering of Professor Einhardt’s
hypothetical city on Mars.

Scientific Community
Refutes Professor’s
Claim of Martian Life,
Einhardt Determined
to Carry On
by Kent Whittington
The Royal Science Academy convened
a week ago today in order to discuss
the claims made by Professor Godric
Einhardt, formerly of the Academy
himself, of life on Mars and the potential
threat thereof. In closed session, the
professor described to his gathered peers
in great detail how, by the use of his
magnificent telescope, he had been able
to observe the surface of the red planet
noting its network of canals, sparkling
cities as well as Mars’ military might.
Professor Einhardt further explained to
the gathered notables his fears that the
Martians have become aware of us and are
growing fearful of our military might,
amassing their own army in an effort to
invade our planet.
Einhardt went on to state that the
only solution to the situation was for
Parliament to approve his proposal for
the construction of several large scale
military space vessels powered by his
remarkable lighter-than-air alloy he
dubbed Aetherium and send them from
Earth to attack Mars directly before a
counterstrike could be formed by the
Martians.
Despite Einhardt’s claims, corroborated
by several reputable witnesses (your
faithful reporter included), the
gathering or Britain’s scientific elite,
almost to a man, refuted the professor’s
claims, stating that Einhardt’s claims
are unfounded and, without concrete
evidence to the contrary, would not
grant their support or sanction.
Professor Reginald Caldecott, Head
of the Royal Science Academy, further
stated that “crackpot notions of attacks
by ‘little green men from outer space’ will

not be tolerated.”
This proves to be a horrible setback for
Professor Einhardt as, without the Royal
Science Academy’s approval, his proposal
to mobilize our military forces in a
pre-emptive strike against the Martian
invasion force would never see the light
of day in Parliament.
“Without Parliamentary sanction I
cannot raise the might necessary to
deflect the coming invasion,” Einhardt
stated. “It takes quite a bit of capital to
raise an Army of the magnitude necessary
to divert an invasion, and I am a poor man
for that job. I must somehow get proof of
the Martians intentions to invade.”
Today your reporter decided to take it
upon myself to visit Professor Einhardt’s
home and see if perhaps I could lift the
man’s spirits after last week’s devastating
blow. I was met by the professor’s
automaton manservant, Edward, who
informed me that he had placed on guard
in the event of my arrival and that I
should, in all haste, make my way to the
professor’s home. I did as instructed
and followed the gravel path over the
hillock leading to Einhardt’s home.
Imagine my shock when your reporter
reached the hillcrest and found not
only the good professor’s stately, if not
somewhat ramshackle home, and what
appeared to be some sort of incomplete
vessel moored to the ground. The
mooring, I supposed, was to keep the tiny
vessel from drifting away since the ship
was anchor some twenty feet in the air
and not lifted by any detectable means.
Einhardt greeted me and, when yours
truly asked the good professor about his
device was informed that he had not given
up on going to the red planet. “It is far
too important that we reach Mars before
the Martians reach us,” he said. “To that
end I have begun construction of my own
space vessel.”
The vessel itself isn’t much. I am told
by Einhardt that it is comprised mostly
ofsmall pieces of leftover scrap metal
donated to him by the remains of a now
defunct ironworks. Fashioned into
a metal ball and mounted with what
appear at first glance to be oxygen tanks,
its cockpit is smaller still, with only
enough room for the ships pilot and one
other, but seated in general comfort
thanks to the professors forethought of
installing two of his thick leather chairs
in front of the control panel. Einhardt
further explained that this vessel might
be just small enough for the Aetherium
(Professor Einhardt’s miraculous
antigravity metal) to provide the lift
needed to float above the aether and
break free from our planet’s atmosphere
without the need of additional thrust.
What thrust was needed would be
provided by the vessels steam engine.
When pressed as to the purpose of the
vessel, as it was nothing like the military
grade machines of his vision, Einhardt
explained that the vessel was not meant
for attacking the Martians, but rather

for reconnaisance. It was what the
professor said next that this reporter
would never have expected in a million
years. Einhardt looked me straight in the
eye and said, “it is for a reconnaissance
mission, if you will, and I want you to take
part in this with me. We shall be spies for
the Crown, you and I, and ascertain the
Martian’s true intentions.
It is the good professor’s intention
that he and I travel to Mars, set down
in a quiet location away from Martian
civilization and infiltrate from there
the best that we can. I am told that, from
what the good professor has witnessed
on his miraculous telescope, the Martian
people are not dissimilar to mankind in
appearance so disguising ourselves and
infiltrating Martian life should not be
a difficulty. We shall spend our time
there gathering as much information
about the Martian race, their culture,
and especially there true intentions for
planet Earth.
As of this writing, I am preparing to
accompany Professor Einhardt in his spy
mission. If all goes as hoped, when next
you, the reader, read these strange and
marvelous tales, your intrepid reporter
will have much to say about his and
Professor Einhardt’s exploits upon the
red planet, Mars. It is my hope that the
Martians do not truly wish for war.
Indeed, it is my hope that they are truly
not aware of us at all, although that
seems highly unlikely. Until then, dear
readers, watch the skies! You just may
catch a glimpse of the good professor and
I on our way to Mars!
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The Measure of Temperance, Part Six, by Ichabod Temperance

M

r. Temperance, there you
are! I have been looking
all over the hotel for
you. I was most dismayed
when you did not arrive
at my door to escort me
to breakfast. I found myself most famished
after our exertions from last night. Mr.
Temperance? Are you listening to me, sir?”
“Uh, yes, Ma’am.”
“Very good. As you were not at hand to
attend my morning meal, I proceeded
without your accompaniment. I then went
to search you out. Did you know that you
are a difficult man to locate at times, Mr.
Temperance?”
“Uh, yes, Ma’am.”
“Yes, well, I was unable to locate
you at the firearms merchants, the
steam-carriage distributors, nor the
blacksmiths. I know I must have visited a
dozen or more hardware stores inquiring
about you. Did you know that I was unable
to locate you at any of these, your normal
places of haunt and entertainment?”
“Uh, yes, Ma’am.”
“Indeed, sir, I sought you out at various
chemysts, alchemysts, and apothecysts.
I finally thought to check the hotel
basement and here you are.”
“Uh, yes, Ma’am.”
“I was wondering, could you offer an
explanation for your, what some may
construe as rude, if they did not know the
person involved, behaviours?”
“Uh, yes, Ma’am.”
…
“Mr. Temperance, I am awaiting that
affirmed explanation.”
“That’s nice, Miss Plumtartt.”
“I am sure that the piles of notes around
you are very absorbing and I do hate to
interrupt your thought processes, but I do
so wish that you could tear yourself away
just long enough to look up from your
frantic scribbling to grant me a glancing
moment of eye contact?”
“Uh, yes, Ma’am.”
…
“Mr. Temperance?”
…
“Mr. Temperance?”
...
“That’s nice, Miss Plumtartt.”
…
“I see. Perhaps I shall inhale, drawing in
breath until my head swells to the size
of Montgolfier balloon. At that time
I should expect it to burst like some
grotesque pinata, releasing thousands
of storks, toucans and parakeets with a
billowing bouquet of colour in flight.

Would this be a fitting enough of a
spectacle to draw your attention from
your studies, eh, hem?”
“Uh, yes, Ma’am.”
“Oh, splendid. Now I am not impelled to
hold my breath until hordes of winged
apes are forcefully ejected from my
posterior, eh, hem?”
“Uh, yes, Ma’am.”
“That is just delightful. I go now to shed
all my clothing and to ride as Lady Godiva
through the streets of Los Angelos.
Doesn’t that sound nice, Mr. Temperance?”
“That’s nice Miss Plumtartt.”
-slam!{Editor’s note: Persephone has a long and
eventful day that is omitted from this
Aether Chronicle exclusive excerpt. We
resume our tale some several hours and
many pages later...}
I enter the dusty low-ceilinged room to
find the chap exactly as I left him some
eight hours earlier. The difference is, he
actually notices when I come in.
“Howdy there, Miss Plumtartt. Are you
ready for breakfast? I gotta admit, I’m
startin’ to get mighty hungry.”
“Breakfast, Mr. Temperance? At this hour?”
“Why, as I check my pocket watch, I see that
it is still only eight o’clock. I know it’s a
little late for breakfast, but I’m sure the
hotel will still accommodate us.”
“Yes, Mr. Temperance, true, it is eight
o’clock however, it is eight o’clock P.M.,
not A.M.”
“Eight o’clock at night!? Gee whiz, does
that mean you ate breakfast without me?”
“Indeed, Mr. Temperance. Breakfast, lunch
and dinner.”
“But what about me? I’m hungry!”
“My word, I should think you would be, sir.
I tried to get you to accompany me earlier
but you refused to pay me the slightest
amount of cognizant registration. I must
say, I did not care for this inattention.
Tell me, just what is it that has focused
your thoughts and desires to such
a degree, sir, that you do not notice
the passing of an entire day and its
complement of meals?”
“Oh! Yes, Ma’am! I have been working on
a very exciting scientific process. Miss
Plumtartt!”
“Indeed. A stupendous new invention that
will change Mankind forever, you say, eh,
hem? And what is this Grail you seek?”
“Paint, Ma’am!”
…
“Paint, Mr. Temperance?”
“Yes, Ma’am, Miss Plumtartt! I got an ideer
for a new kinda paint!”
…

-sigh- “Tell me about your paint, Mr.
Temperance.”
“Well, I ain’t got none yet, Miss Plumtartt.
It’s just a little theory I’ve been kickin’
around. Ya see, it’s all onna ‘count a me
bein’ so fond of cheese, ya see.”
“Cheese, Mr. Temperance?”
“Yes, Ma’am. I gotta powerful craving for
cheese, Ma’am. I ain’t never met a cheese I
didn’t like. Well, last night, after we got
that ol’ Sku Le’Bizzarre feller squared
away, I was lookin’ up at that big beautiful
Moon hangin’ over the city. I was wishin’ I
could just reach up and grab me a hunk o’
that Moon Cheese.”
“Moon Cheese, Mr. Temperance?”
“Yes, Ma’am, Moon cheese. Don’t tell me
you didn’t know the Moon was made of
cheese? I thought everybody knew that!
Any ways, I was wantin’ me some o’ that
there Moon cheese somethin’ awful. Well
Ichabod, I said to myself, if you want it so
bad, why don’t you just go up there and get
some? Well, Ichabod, I answered myself, I
just may do that.”
“Moon Cheese, Mr. Temperance?”
“Yes, Ma’am, Miss Plumtartt. But there is
just one thing holding me back.”
“And what is that, Mr. Temperance?”
“Gravity.”
“I see.”
“Yes, Ma’am! That’s where the G.N.P. comes
in!”
“G.N.P., Mr. Temperance?”
“Gravity Nullification Paint.”
“You can’t be serious.”
“Well, it’s just an ideer, but I’m a thinkin’
that if I could make a paint that renders
the object painted, in effect, invisible to
gravity’s clinginess, I could paint up a
carriage and why I’d could just float on
up there and eat all the Moon Cheese I
wanted... Hey, where you goin’ Miss Plum...”
-slam!-
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The Measure of Temperance, Part Six, by Ichabod Temperance

T

he highly anticipated
book The Measure of
Temperance is the nexrt
instalment of the widely
acclaimed Temperance
series by Ichabod
Temperance.

Part Six of The Measure of Temperance by
Ichabod Temperance features a delightful
bit of theatre between the two main
characters: Ichabod Temperance and
Persephone Plumtartt. This section is pure
dialogue, which allows the true nature
of these two characters’ relationship to
come to the fore. As I read this excerpt,
I am constantly asking myself: “Are these
two a couple? Is there potential here for a
romantic relationship? Are they really in
a fight, or is ths just playful banter? What
is the deeper meaning to what’s actually
being said here?”
The part where Ichabod Temperance
proclaims his desire for a slice of moon
cheese adds a level of humour to the
dialogue that readers have come to
anticipate in the Temperance Series. His
plan to “harvest” the Moon Cheese by
travelling to the moon by way of “G.N.P.”—
Gravity Nullifying Paint—is a part of
what makes this series funny and engaging
Steampunk adventure!
For all those readers who are not
familair with the Temperance series,
read below for a synopses of the author’s
inspiring work.
The Temperance Series chronicles the
journey of the main character Ichabod
Temperance. The first book, “A Matter of
Temperance”, details the catalyst that
began Ichabod’s grand adventures: the
passing of the ‘Revelatory Comet’ in the
summer of 1869. Ichabod was one of the
many folks from around the World that
found themselves strangely affected by
the Comet’s pass. He was struck with the
same knack for invention as thousands of
others were. This led to his construction
of some wondrous goggles that then
led to his serendipitous meeting of
Miss Persephone Plumtartt. In the first
novel, ‘A Matter of Temperance’, Ichabod
Temperance and Persephone Plumtartt
battle monsters from another dimension
that are intent upon the enslavement of
our universe.

In the second novel, “A World of
Temperance” many of Earth’s leaders are
bent on World domination. Their lust for
power opens the way for an evil conspiracy
ready to mop up the remains of humanity.
Ichabod and Persephone share their
odyssey with many colourful characters.
The third novel, “For the Love of
Temperance” promises new battles and new
villians to fight on a planetary level. It
has been described as is the scariest novel
of the three.
In the fourth installment of the
Temperance Series, Ichabod Temperance
teams up with a famous Victorian
London detective for a new outrageous
adventure!
The fifth novel, “In Latitude of
Temperance”, the author introduces a
number of new and vibrant characters.
The prospect of vampire hunters is very
promising...as is the unique and odd group
of individuals, whom I expect would keep
readers entertained and intrigued.
Whatever the adventure, whatever the
intrigue, the Temperance series has always
been wonderfully, hopelessly ‘Steampunk.’
The author himself describes ‘Steampunk’
as “happily-ever-after action romances
told in a humorous fashion.”
Author Ichabod Temperance has always
prided himself on maintaining a certain
standard when it comes to his Steampunk
novels: he does not approve of graphic
sex or violence in his tales, and he is
categorically opposed to strong language
finding its way into his books. However,
as the romantic relationship between
Ichabod Temperance and Persephone
Plumtartt is always present as a secondary
story line, readers can expect a few lighthearted innuendos!
Readers who are new to the Temperance
books can dive right into this sixth
novel, without feeling the need to start
with Novel one. The tales are “standalone adventures”, and while it might
be advisable to begin at the start of the
series, it is certainly not required in order
to enjoy these ripping-good yarns!

Should you wish to send a Letter to
the Editor, submit your written
work, or offer a tip regarding a
potential story (eg. political
upheaval, crime, special events, art
and music) please contact Leslie
Orton at: ortonlj@hotmail.com.
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T Steamswaddle
By Tropple E. Armitage

A

n Unfortunate
Invention

The Matterson Steam Table
invented by renowned
engineer Mr Matthew
Matterson who also invented the
Matterson Steam Cradle that provides
rhythmic rocking with no tedious
effort required from the parent, was
demonstrated to a crowd of invited guests
at Mr Matterson’s Putney workshop. While
your correspondent didn’t actually count
all who were there, a guess might be over
one hundred who were mostly gentle
folk and benefactors of Mr Matterson.
The Steam Table, with a heavy top of
solid English Oak supported by cast iron
frames looked most impressive, but it was
the gearing under the table, actuated
by steam that got the most attention.
Mr Matterson explained that the steam
entering a cylinder forced an arm to
move in and out much like on a steam
locomotive and this turned a gear that
then moved a gear toothed rack upwards
thereby adjusting the height of the table.
He said the applications were limitless
and suggested that it was useful to adjust
the height of work tables to suit men
of different heights or even women. To
demonstrate he selected two members of
his audience, a man of considerable height
and of no social consequence, and Miss
Elizabeth Skirling, daughter of his main
benefactor, Lord Skirling of Oust. First Mr
Matterson had the man stand by the table
which he raised to above the height of his
waist eliciting a cheer from the crowd. He
then asked Miss Skirling to step forward
to replace the man, which she did, though
she looked a little uncertain to your
correspondent’s eye. With a flamboyant
wave of his hand Mr Matterson set the
gear in motion to lower the table. Perhaps
if he had been watching the gears instead
of the crowd he would be in better
fortune today, for the gears under the
table caught the hem of the dress of Miss
Skirling and but for the swift action of
the tall man who caught hold of her arms
as she was being dragged under the table
she may well have lost her life. As it was,
her dress, petticoat, bodice and all was
completely torn from her body leaving
her in a state of immodest undress and Mr
Matterson with a look of extreme surprise
on his face. While gentlemen averted

their eyes, the tall man heroically tried
to shield her nakedness and red face with
his body. Lord Skirling, removing a shawl
from Lady Skirling’s shoulders came to his
daughter’s rescue and quickly bundled her
out of the room; a look of rage directed
at Mr Matterson told us that he would
need to find another benefactor and
there was unlikely to be any interested
in his unfortunate invention from
anyone present. The clear message here
is, ‘don’t try to impress your benefactor
by using his daughter to demonstrate an
untried invention.’ I am informed that Mr
Matterson has booked passage for the
Antipodes, no doubt a wise choice in the
circumstances.

creature the likes of which are usually
relegated to the tales of mariners. It was
fearsome, having two mighty claws and
a tail tipped with a barb sharper than
any spear. While its distilled essence was
but small I can only imagine what the
full size creature was like. The bravery
of Professor Blixby and his assistants is
without doubt and should be recognised
by Her Majesty who might find the device
useful for distilling the essence of some of
her more troublesome Peers.
Your humble correspondent,
Tropple E Armitage

Your humble correspondent,
Tropple E Armitage

A

Remarkable Capture

As technology is driven
by the almost limitless
potential of steam it is
sometimes truly amazing
what inventions transpire to present
themselves. Professor Byron Blixby, of
Cambridge, who has recently returned
from his journeys to the Levant has
bought us evidence of truly exotic
creatures which I can attest to having
seen with my own eyes! Whereas others
have bought exotic beasts from Africa
usually in iron bound cages and needing
more than an airship to carry them, not so
Professor Blixby, For he has invented the
Blix Capture Machine. This remarkable
device looking more like a pedestal
mounted weapon than an item of scientific
paraphernalia is a sight to behold and
amaze. The capture operator, a highly
trained assistant to Professor Blixby,
sits on a seat attached to the device
and places their eye to an ocular while
turning handles that raise and lower the
‘barrel’ of the machine and point it at the
animal of interest. Then, with the pull of
a lever there is a flash and bang and the
creature is captured forever, or rather
their essence is, within the machine, or so
I am informed. Peering into the ocular,
your correspondent was able to see a

Tropple E. Armitage,
Feature Columnist

